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Difference between earnings forecast and result
Uniden Corporation has announced the difference between earnings forecast announced on
November 22, 2009 and actual results which was announced today as shown below.
1. Difference between consolidated earnings forecast and actual results
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2. Reasons for revision
As a result of productivity improvements, tremendous gains have been achieved at Uniden Vietnam
which is the Uniden group’s major manufacturing facility. The Uniden group could subsequently
review its production and sales forecast since production capability has been fine-tuned for the
stable supply of ordered quantities.
1) With this review, Uniden shifted its focus to products which have more profitability and sorted
inventory assets such as materials according to specific applications. Under this new arrangement,
Uniden assessed the true fall in inventory assets and deterioration of operating profits.
2) Following the confirmation of productivity improvements in Q4, Uniden made positive investments
for sales promotion with the expectation of activated sales in the next fiscal year. Sales
administrative expenses have therefore increased. At the same time, keeping up the number of
workers at Uniden Vietnam to prepare increasing production plan in next fiscal year and operating
profit decreased temporary with increasing production costs.
END
Note: Above forecast is based on information available at the time of disclosure. Actual
achievements may differ depending on the circumstances that occur thereafter.

